Asbestos – Testing Times!
LIFE SCIENCE CENTRE, NEWCASTLE
30th November 2017 – from 9.30 am to 4.00 pm
Chairman – Dr Jeff Llewellyn, BMTA Chief Executive
BMTA, in conjunction with SGS MIS Environmental, is pleased to announce its Annual Asbestos
Seminar will be on 30 November 2017, in Newcastle. The day’s programme will include:
HSG247 Asbestos: The Analyst’s Guide Goes Final - presented by Dr Martin Gibson, HSE
 What is new in the final draft?
 What are the likely repercussions on the industry?
 What do clients, analysts and contractors need to watch out for?
Asset Managements And Asbestos – Just How Good are they? – Paul King, SGS
What are the major players in asset management systems, what are their strengths and
weaknesses and why do surveying companies hate data based solutions?
Personal Monitoring Strategies
The HSE is not satisfied with licensed asbestos removal contractors’ past approach to personal
monitoring; Jon Chambers, Interserve, looks at what is changing and what does a good exposure
monitoring strategy look like?
Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy
Joel Gueniat from SGS Labtox Switzerland will speak on the benefits of SEM with case studies as
to its application over and above current UK standards. Joel is extremely experienced in this
field, as Labtox are the leaders in asbestos analysis in Switzerland where use of SEM is
commonplace.
Faculty of Asbestos Assessment and Management
BOHS has a new faculty for asbestos professionals. Bob Harris, AEC and FAAM Board Member,
presents the purpose, objectives, requirements and benefits of becoming a part of this new body.
UKAS UPDATE
The United Kingdom Accreditation Service underpins much of the asbestos testing industry. This
session, led by Karin Flynn, aims to explore the planned changes to UKAS structure and shifts in
focus on the accreditation of surveying and testing bodies.
ACAD: The Future of Asbestos
Graham Warren will be giving an update on the NVQ revolution being driven into all parts of the
asbestos sector by the Construction Leadership Council plus details of all the latest developments
coming out of ACAD including the Asbestos sector's first ever CSCS affiliated card scheme, ACAD
CPD and how this all combines to support client organisations dealing with Asbestos.

Cost to attend is £100 plus VAT
[A 10% discount will be applied to bookings of 3 or more places from the same organisation]
The day will include lunch and other refreshments and offer plenty of opportunities for questions
and discussion. Delegates will also have the opportunity to enjoy a 4D Motion Ride Experience
in the Life Science Centre.
Please book your place(s) using the attached booking form or online at www.bmta.co.uk
The organisers reserve the right to amend the programme if necessary
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